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Fish 'n' freedom fries
On regeneration and other London Olympic myths

In July 2006, London rejoiced at winning the bid to the Olympic Games in 2012. But
who is really doing the rejoicing? Urban planners, certainly, who have carte blanche
to carry through a programme of urban reconstruction otherwise beyond their
wildest hopes and dreams. In London, Olympic visions tie in nicely with existing
policies of regeneration. Made palatable by catchphrases such as "mixed tenure"
and "social diversity", regeneration is effectively a policy of interference with existing
social structures. And as documentary filmmaker Mark Saunders describes, in east
London, the structures being replaced are precisely those that do not coincide with
the private interests behind London's Olympic bid.

Far from being built on a green field, Trafalgar Square, in the heart of
London's West End, was part of a nineteenth−century mega−project. To its
north was the courtyard of the Great Mews stables, which served Whitehall
Palace; to its south was the Charing, a densely populated working−class
neighbourhood whose presence was deemed no longer desirable. In 1812, the
architect John Nash set about developing the space within the scope of his
massive development plans for the West End.

Nash's "Charing Cross Improvement Scheme" entailed driving "a new street
from Charing Cross to Portland Place [...] forming an open square in the Kings
Mews opposite Charing Cross". This meant displacing thousands of people and
the total destruction of an entire neighbourhood, all for the noble cause of
creating a cultural space open to the public. Nash's public, however, did not
include the Charing's residents.

Despite the presence of the National Gallery, Trafalgar Square (named as such
in 1830 in commemoration of the British naval victory in 1805) was not so
much a cultural space as a sterile security zone, dominated by Nelson's
Column, standing at the entrance to Buckingham Palace and the exclusive and
heavily policed West End. As the front yard of the rich and powerful, Trafalgar
Square became the location of protests and mass meetings. Fear of the mob
motivated the addition in 1839 of the fountains, which significantly reduced
the square's crowd capacity.

On the 6 July 2005, crowds of Londoners gathered on Trafalgar Square for an
Olympic "decision day" event. With no real expectation of winning, the
Olympic Bid Team had billed it as a "Thank You London, Thank You UK"
day. Crowds could watch on giant screens the International Olympic
Committee's decision on the host city for 2012. It would probably be Paris.

Up on the platform, a host of London 2012 ambassadors expectantly held
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hands. All white teeth, perma−smiles, and synthetic fabrics, they prepared
themselves for sporting and gracious defeat. It would surely be Paris.

At 12:49, the International Olympic Committee president, Jacques Rogge,
made his dramatic announcement. The winner is... pause... pause squared...
(the open mics amplifying the deafening silence)... London.

A moment of disbelief... Not Paris? Then the crowd erupted in celebration.

That evening, TV newsreaders had particularly puckered brows and quizzical
looks as they announced the news. Despite being the top story, it had the
"would you believe it" feel of the light−hearted "and finally..." item, intended
to put viewers back into a happy consumer mindset for the rest of the night's
fare.

No day after

The euphoria was destroyed within 24 hours when the 7/7 bombs exploded on
London's public transport. Four suicide bombers killed 52 commuters and
injured 700.

The events of the day before seemed remote, doubly unbelievable and distant.
Some frivolous aberration from a naive time the other side of a watershed
moment. Was this the beginning of a Baghdad−style bombing campaign in the
capital? Bike sales rocketed as thousands avoided public transport. How could
anyone ever be safe again?

Seb Coe and his Olympic Bid entourage returned to London to a muted
welcome, after celebrating all night at what Coe described as the "mother of all
parties" on the banks of the Singapore River. Despite being "shocked and
saddened", their return had the air of galavanting playboys who had had a high
old time while at home all hell let loose.

The bombings overshadowed all debate. In the public consciousness, the
Olympic party in Trafalgar Square had had no "day after". As the media dust
settled, the London Olympic reality slipped back into view. Like some
post−traumatic flashback, computer animations of the Olympic site on TV
showed a grey expanse turning green. Dome−shaped structures mushroomed
everywhere like 1950s lunar bases linked by wobbly bridge walkways.

Out went the sporty types, in came the suit−and−tie squad. It was the men's
tri−athletes: legal, PR, and planning. It's the time to behind the sofa, because
this is the invasion of the technocrats all those politicos were warning you
about.
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Why London?

The main reason London won was because it was not France. The Olympics is
basically corporate America in Lycra. The US Olympic Committee receives
20% of marketing revenues and 12.75% of TV income from the Olympic
Games −− a dominance that concerns other National Olympic Committees.
The US is a serial Olympic host: St. Louis in 1904, Los Angeles in 1932 and
1984 (and a bid for 2016), Atlanta in 1996, and the Salt Lake City Winter
Olympics in 2002.

Since the Gulf War, the US has been virulently anti−French. There was no way
that McDonald's or Coca Cola, the latter a major sponsor for the past 80 years,
were going to let those smug surrender monkeys enjoy the reflected glory and
glitz of corporate America. After all, it was France that forced McDonalds to
deviate from the one−size−fits−all burger because of their finicky eating
habits.

The Bush regime and its business allies know all about mega−spectacles like
the Olympics. Recall 1 May 2003, when Bush landed a fighter jet aboard the
USS Abraham Lincoln, delivering his Iraq victory speech standing in front of a
giant "Mission Accomplished" sign.

Smarter guys than Bush weighed in. In May 2003, globalization apostle
Thomas Friedman had argued in an article entitled "Our War with France"1

that France doesn't care about the "War on Terror" and should be removed
from the security council and replaced with India: "India is just so much more
serious than France these days. France is so caught up with its need to
differentiate itself from America to feel important, it's become silly." Wall
Street Journal editor, Max Boot, chimed in: "France has been in decline since,
oh, about 1815, and it isn't happy about it. What particularly galls the Gauls is
that their rightful place in the world has been usurped by the gauche
Americans."

It's all about image. And such sophisticated connoisseurs of the spectacle are
hardly likely to squander the global arse−kicking razzmatazz of their athletes
sweeping up medals just to puff up the French cock... er...

But why London?

Rather confessing to it being a reward for British military support of the US in
Iraq, and perhaps to pre−empt accusations of bribery, the London Olympic
Committee claimed the UK was favoured over France (which, after all, had all
the infrastructure in place) because of London's (and particularly east
London's) tolerance, multiculturalism, and ethnic diversity.
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There is nothing in the constitution or history of the International Olympic
Committee that betrays this concern.

In 2006, an international coalition of human rights organisations issued a joint
statement saying that the International Olympic Committee has failed to
protect Olympic ideals and calling on national Olympic committees, athletes,
and sponsors to take action. Citing continuing human rights violations and
political propaganda abuse of the Games by the Chinese government, they
state that "the IOC has refused to face the reality in which Beijing 2008 is to
take place" and suggest a boycott as one possible option of protest.

Multiculturalism? It would be surprising if the IOC even thought about it. Had
it done so, it would soon have had concerns about the UK. In one typical week
earlier this year, stories in the national newspapers included the following:

"The Conservative homeland security spokesman, Patrick
Mercer, stepped down after saying that being called a 'black
bastard' was part−and−parcel of life in the armed forces."2

"Magistrate reprimanded for 'bloody foreigners' outburst in
court. Mr Mitchell, a magistrate for 36 years, did not accept the
punishment issued by the Office of Judicial Complaints, part of
the Department for Constitutional Affairs, and remains on the
active list."3

"Police accused of brutality after officer beat 19 year old
woman during arrest at night club. An investigation into
alleged police brutality was launched last night after a black
teenage epileptic woman was filmed being repeatedly punched
by a policeman, while two colleagues held her down outside a
Sheffield nightclub."4

These are all examples of institutional racism. It may be that on the east
London street and within communities, there is a certain class−based solidarity
and community cohesion across and beyond race. But to describe the East End
as a model for multiculturalism is simplistic. While the area does have a long
history of fighting fascism and racism, from resisting Mosley's British Union
of Fascists in the Battle of Cable Street in 1936 to Bengali youth reclaiming
Brick Lane from the National Front in the 1980s, it sadly has often been in
response to an equally long history of racism and intolerance.

In 1968, ex−Tory minister Enoch Powell's speech in which he predicted "rivers
of blood" if black immigration continued inspired several hundred London
dock workers to strike and stage an "Enoch is right" march. 1993, Derek
Beackon of the British National Party was elected councillor in east London's
Isle of Dogs. In local elections in 1995, the total number of votes cast for
far−Right parties in Britain amounted to just over 20 000. The vast majority
were cast in east London. On 5 May 2006, the British National Party (BNP)
gained 11 of the 13 seats it contested in the east London districts of Barking
and Dagenham, becoming the second biggest party.

There are incidents of race hate crimes in the Olympic area, but there is also
the manipulation of racial tension for political ends. In her paper, "Playing the
ethnic card −− politics and ghettoisation in London's East End", Sarah Glynn
details how local politics has linked territory and race. From the mid−1980s,
the Tower Hamlets Liberals had in effect used housing policies based on
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ethnicity to divide and rule. They had systematically shifted the blame for
housing shortage onto the homeless (predominantly Bengalis) while continuing
to sell off housing and land. This discriminatory practice was brought to
attention in the mid−1990s, when the national Liberal Party held an enquiry
into the publication of "allegedly racist election literature between 1990 and
1993" by the Tower Hamlets Liberals and suspended the three men most
involved.

As far back as 1986, the Tower Hamlets Liberals had caused public outrage
and generated free publicity for their consciously "populist" proposals to put
hundreds of homeless families (mainly Bengalis) into a ship moored on the
Thames. In 1987, they reintroduced housing policies that favoured the
offspring of long−established existing tenants −− policies that had been
scrapped in the early 1980s as inherently racist. This practice was condemned
in a report by the Commission for Racial Equality in 1988, which found the
Tower Hamlets Liberal Council guilty of allocating ethnic minorities
disproportionately to a poor quality estates.

Then, in the 1990 local elections, Liberal councillor Jeremy Shaw produced a
leaflet purporting to be an edition of Labour News, headlined "Homes for
locals −− Racist! Says Labour". It proceeded to explain:

"In the last four years, Bangladeshi people in Tower Hamlets
have been discriminated against by the Liberals' racist housing
policies, like the Sons and Daughters scheme and their
decision not to house homeless families because they had left
homes abroad [...] If Labour is elected the homeless will go to
the top of the list, even if this means all empty flats being
allocated to them."(Italics added.)

The Liberals' 1992 Isle of Dogs by−election campaign, under the slogan
"Island homes for Island people", helped usher in BNP councillor Derek
Beackon two years later. High unemployment, scarce and neglected housing,
excluded from the dockland development boom −− there were reasons for
local residents to be angry. The Island's relatively small Bengali population
provided an easy scapegoat.

The Olympics is bound to intensify competition for housing, especially with an
expanding buy−to−rent sector hyping rents. Locals already squeezed between
two of Europe's biggest business districts Docklands and the City of London
are going to find themselves surrounded on all sides by intensive
gentrification. It would be ironic if racial tension was engendered to deflect
from class−based "yuppies out" hostility to the gentrification and privatisation
of space in the East End that the "multicultural" London Olympics will
presage.
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Infrastructure

Paris was favourite to win the Games because it has much of the necessary
infrastructure in place. In opting for London, the International Olympic
Committee must surely have chosen to ignore the UK's unique history of
infrastructure and stadia construction fiascos. The newly refurbished Wembley
Stadium was originally set to cost under 400m. The official overall cost of
757m did not include the overruns and compensation compromises on the
building works of 352m. It opened two years late. The Millennium Dome,
originally estimated to cost the National Lottery 399m, came in at least twice
over budget and only just made the new year's eve opening for which it was
built. It has stood empty ever since and will probably end up being a
super−casino.

During a debate on the economic and social benefits of the Olympics in the
upper house, Lord James, a Tory peer, said that big business, including
McDonald's, BT, and British Airways, had run rings round the Government
when negotiating sponsorship deals for the Dome. The Dome organisers had
negotiated flawed contracts with major sponsors and had ended up receiving a
fraction of the money they expected.

"The overrun on the Dome all occurred on the management
costs and the running of the Dome and its ancillary services
[...] That was something like 45% over budget on that section.
It resulted eventually in what amounts to an 811 million
learning curve for the Government, which I sincerely hope they
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will be marking and using extensively in the lessons for the
Olympics."

So the IOC must have thought it was worth a shot, statistically, that this time it
would all go smoothly. But then they have nothing to lose.

Security

The 7/7 and attempted 20/7 bombings focused attention on the security
concerns of London 2012. Alarmingly, however, the ineptitude of British
management extends even to the life and death matter of terrorist alerts. You
might think an alert system would be a simple, easily understood, using say
low/medium/high danger levels, 1 2 3, or traffic light colour coding. You
would be wrong. Leaks revealed that just a month before the 7/7 suicide
bombings, the Joint Terrorism Analysis Centre (Jtac), which determines
terrorist threat levels, had lowered the level from "severe general" to
"substantial". After the attacks, it raised the level to "critical". Under the Jtac
system, "moderate" is the lowest level and "severe specific", which assumes an
attack is imminent, the highest.

Patrick Mercer, Conservative spokesman on homeland security, told a
parliamentary committee that "currently, the threat levels are deeply
confusing". Stung by the criticism, Jtac reduced the number of levels from
seven to five: low, moderate, substantial, severe, and critical. Mercer believes
the system should be made public. But even if they were, are the projected half
million visitors to the Olympics going to know which is more life threatening
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−− severe, critical or substantial?

Together with the mono−lingual culture, the almost wilful inability to give
simple information, and the lack of clear signage, Olympic visitors will need to
be on the balls of their feet for most of their stay. For instance, anyone one
who sees from a map, even the tube map, the shallow V shaped east−west
route of the Jubilee Line, a key transport link for the games, will be baffled to
see it signed as going north−south. They could try asking directions from one
of the 70 000 fluent English speaking volunteers, brought in to free up the
9000 police officers who, at a cost of 790 000 000, will be concentrating on
security.

The Olympic Charter Rule 53 states: "No kind of demonstration or political,
religious or racial propaganda is permitted in any Olympic sites, venues or
other areas." (Presumably it means anyone else's propaganda.) This extremely
loose wording allows host nations to evoke extraordinary police powers. The
Deputy Assistant Commissioner and head of Olympic security seemed to be
preparing the ground for mass surveillance or even a shut down of the mobile
phone system when he told The Guardian that the Metropolitan Police expects
the London 2012 to be the "first digital games" with "flash mob" crowds
sometimes gathering spontaneously via internet and mobile phone alerts.

He seems to be placing undue emphasis on an often peaceful and playful form
of civil protest. He went on to say that there would be a positive policing
legacy with more advanced use of CCTV and car number plate recognition
technology. In the world's most camera−surveyed city, this upbeat statement
raises serious concerns for civil liberties. These concerns will probably get
brushed aside as the momentum generated by the breathless dash to the
Olympic 2012 start line crushes debate or reflection in its path. Special powers
and emergency measures mean dissent and even critical discussion can be
swept aside or silenced −− assuming that it can get itself noticed above the
cheering and flag waving.
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One for the money, two for the show

The media response to the Olympics has tended to concentrate on the costs and
its implications for tax payers, rather than the social injustices. The total
Olympic budget is 9.3 billion, an increase of 5.9 billion from the original
budget of 3.4 billion. When Tessa Jowell, the culture secretary, admitted in the
House of Commons that the initial budget had not included the 17.5% cost of
VAT on the construction of the venues and infrastructure, there were cries of
incompetence. Nowhere was it remarked upon that nearly every bid is
undervalued, not through incompetence but as strategy.

For London taxpayers, the Olympics are indeed a big story. Financing is split
between the Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) and the London Organising
Committee for the Olympic Games (LOCOG). The ODA will "build the
theatre" −− the infrastructure, venues, land remediation, and so on −− and will
be funded jointly by the public sector (64%), London taxpayers (13%), and the
lottery (23%). The LOCOG, meanwhile, will "put on the show" −− everything
from the opening ceremony to the closing ceremony. This expenditure will be
funded by the private sector out of ticket and merchandising sales, TV rights,
and sponsorship. All the real costs and risk are therefore taken on by the public
sector.

Sydney 2000 ended up costing over twice the pre−bid figures, according to the
auditor−general of New South Wales. In Athens, total costs will be at least
four times as high as the bid committee's initial budget. The IOC insists that
host nations cover any cost over−runs. Basically, the public would never
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accept the Olympics if it knew the real cost.

The promises

The media were equally uncritical of the promised regeneration of east
London, regurgitating the public relations press releases without seeming to
question the "empty land" myth or whether regeneration through sporting
facilities is genuinely worthwhile.

A common feature of regeneration schemes is verbal promises given by people
who are clearly unable to deliver those promises. Lord Coe, director of the
London Olympics, promised a successful bid would bring: "9000 new homes,
many affordable for local people" and "new shops, offices, community and
health facilities, plus world class sporting facilites in a new park. Local
businesses are likely to benefit from the influx of new visitors and from
potentially winning contracts to service the Games."5 Affordable housing
sounds good, but a recent, high profile scheme for subsidised "low−cost"
rent−and−buy housing in the East End requires applicants to have an annual
income of at least 28 758 (32 644 for couples)6

The Olympics are very likely to have the opposite effect and make housing
unaffordable for local people. In the run−up to the Sydney Olympics 2000,
rents increases escalated and intensified evictions in the neighbourhoods
alongside the Olympic development. In Barcelona, the 1992 Games were
partly responsible for massive increases in costs of living in the city: between
1986 and 1992 the market price of housing grew by an average of 260%.

While the number of affordable new homes promised tends to come down over
time, so the projected jobs figure seems to go onwards and upwards. A 2002
survey by engineering consultants Ove Arup calculated that "The Olympics
will lead to the creation of 3000 jobs and 4000 new affordable homes for
people in east London". By 2007, London's Employment and Skills Taskforce
and the London Development Agency (LDA) were talking of the Olympics
creating up to 50 000 new jobs in the Lower Lea Valley.

LA's bid for the 2016 Summer Olympics claimed it would create 67 825
full−time jobs: a preposterous claim. Back on earth, Dee Doocey, chair of the
Committee for Economic Development, Culture, Sport, and Tourism, the
leading committee on the London Assembly for scrutinising the Olympics,
said locals could miss out unless language and construction skills were
"urgently" improved in the east London boroughs. As she said on her own
website: "The last thing we need is another Docklands, where many of the
newly created jobs did not benefit local people."

Responding, the London Development Agency pledged to make it a "priority"
to ensure locals in the neighbouring boroughs of Greenwich, Hackney,
Newham, Tower Hamlets, and Waltham Forest benefit from the new
opportunities. Of the 720 000 people of working age living in the neighbouring
Five Olympic Boroughs of Greenwich, Hackney, Newham, Tower Hamlets,
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and Waltham Forest, a quarter have no qualifications and over 60% are
unemployed. Commenting on the announcement of a new "Living Wage" for
London of 7.20 an hour, Doocey, said:

The mayor is right that low−paid Londoners should earn a
Living Wage, but this announcement is just hot air unless he
can make it happen for the biggest employment project about
to hit the capital [...] The Mayor and Seb Coe signed an
"Ethical contract" with London Citizens before winning the
Olympics, promising a Living Wage for everyone involved.
Yet to date, no Living Wage has been included in the contracts
allocated and Seb Coe told the London Assembly that "any of
the issues about a living wage is a consideration, not a
condition". This is of great concern because LOCOG will be
letting contracts for all the traditionally low−paid jobs such as
catering and cleaning.

As for local businesses exploiting the games, as Coe had suggested, it is more
likely that existing businesses will be endangered. The director of H. Forman
& Son, the UK's oldest established salmon curer and one of the Lea Valley's
biggest and oldest companies, recently took to bringing a large aerial
photograph of the proposed Olympic site to meetings, in order to show to show
that there were 350 businesses with 15 000 employees in the Marshgate Lane
area of Stratford. According to plans, these premises would be bulldozed to
make way for the games.
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The Institute for Practitioners in Advertising the London Olympic Games and
Paralympic Games Bill, which sets up the Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA),
defines the marketing prohibitions as "so extreme that it could technically lead
to pubs being prosecuted for using chalkboards to flag up [TV] coverage of the
Games".7 Protected Olympic trademarks include use of the words "Olympic",
"Olympiad", and "Olympian", "2012", "London 2012", "games", "medals",
"gold", "silver", "bronze", "sponsor", "summer"; insignia such as the 2012
Games logo (and mascots), the Olympic rings, Team GB, the British Olympic
Association and the British Paralympic Association logos, London's bid logo;
derivatives of London2012.com; and the Olympic motto "Citius, Altius,
Fortius" (Faster, Higher, Stronger).8 Ludicrously, thirty−one small firms
throughout London reflecting the Greek diaspora will be forced to change their
company names and shop fronts as a result of trademark conditions.

The companies likely to benefit are Coca Cola, McDonalds, and Visa, which
have bought exclusive worldwide marketing rights via the Olympic Partner
Programme. The BBC states that the IOC have made 790 million marketing
revenue over the last four years from corporate sponsorship (35% of total),
while LOCOG estimates that 580 million, or 40% of its operating budget, will
come from this source.

The park

The International Olympic Committee specifies the need for an integrated
park. The IOC also demands that athletes should be accommodated in a village
and not be required to walk for more than twenty minutes. The Olympic Park
has been presented as "1500 landscaped acres" representing "one of the biggest
new city centre parks in Europe for 200 years." This ignores the fact that much
of the Lower Lea Valley, where the park will be built, is an extensive network
of waterways with important wildlife habitats on a key migratory route.
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Although it has no formal position on the Olympics, the River Leas Trust, an
environmental charity that works to preserve this wild environment, have told
the London Olympic bid committee that "landscaping" the area is
inappropriate, particularly in the way represented in the "artists impression"
that the bid supporters are so proud of.

Hackney Marshes, once ancient common lands called Lammas Lands, were
bequeathed in the 1890s by the Settlement of St Mary Eton to the people of
Hackney in perpetuity for recreational use as open space. Since that time
Hackney Marshes has been home to amateur league football. Most London
footballers have played there. Hackney Marshes holds the world record for the
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highest number (88) of full−sized football pitches in one place. On a typical
Sunday, over 100 matches are played by amateur teams in several local
leagues.

At a meeting set up by the Hackney Environment Forum on 24 July 2003,
Neale Coleman, the London mayor's advisor on the Olympic bid, countered
fears that Hackney would lose its open space to stadium and temporary
facilities, reassuring the meeting that there was "no question of permanent or
temporary facilities on any part of Hackney Marshes". Attached to the
planning applications is a condition stating that the developing agency must
provide exchange land for Common Land and open space taken up by the
Olympic developments, a procedure required under the 1981 Acquisition of
Land Act.

However, at the end of 2005, the New Lammas Lands Defence Committee
were told by Hackney Council Cabinet Member for Regeneration, Guy
Nicholson, that planners were defaulting on this obligation. Since then, a
clause has been inserted in the London Olympic Games and Paralympic
Games Bill to remove this imperative. Anne Woollett, Chair of the Hackney
Marsh User Group, states: "The Games cannot make any claims to being
'green' or 'sustainable' while they steal Common Land, public open space and
sports pitches for an Olympic car park. The London Development Agency
(LDA) have now declared [...] that they are not going to provide exchange land
for East Marsh. It appears that the LDA have simply lobbied to legislate away
their own statutory obligations." Many are suspicious that after the car park is
needed it will be built on.

Hidden away on the Olympic site is Manor Gardens Allotments. Founded by
philanthropic aristocrat Major Arthur Villiers before WW1, the allotments
have been feeding over 150 local East End families ever since. The London
Development Agency wants the site levelled and transformed into the central
concrete walkway down the spine of the Olympic Park. Apparently, saving this
unique and rare place by going around or over the allotments for a few weeks
was not an option for security reasons.

After almost two years of meetings with the LDA, the Manor Gardening
Society have had enough of broken promises and delays and on 27th April 07
they issued Judicial Review proceedings against the London Development
Agency. Phil Michaels, head of legal at Friends of the Earth's Rights and
Justice Centre, who represent the allotment holders said:

"This is an important case about broken promises and local
communities. The LDA made clear and consistent promises to
the community that their allotments would be relocated so that
they could stay together. They have now decided to break that
promise. Public authorities must deal honestly and
straightforwardly with the public. That is particularly the case
where they are proposing to break up communities and take
away their land. If the authorities are not willing to honour
their promises then the Court has to step in."9

The IOC refers to respect for the environment as the "third pillar of
Olympianism". The Sydney Bid Committee failed to note that Homebush Bay,
the Olympic site, was heavily contaminated with dangerously high levels of
dioxin, asbestos, heavy metals, and phthalates. The New South Wales
government commissioned four scientific analyses and remediation plans for
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the site between 1990 and 1992 but took no action to avoid jeopardising the
bid.

When exposed, Olympic organisers accused environmentalists of being
"unpatriotic and "un−Australian". Also exposed was a government document
advising bureaucrats to promote a message of cooperation and openness, and
to avoid giving out specific information on remediation parameters in order to
engineer support from environmentalists and the media.10

Regeneration: the realities

David Higgins, Chief Executive of the Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA),
states: "Our challenge is to successfully manage both the requirements of the
Games and the long term regeneration of east London. Achieving both of these
will bring fantastic opportunities for the whole of the UK."

In the past twenty years, there has been wave after wave of "regeneration" in
east London, each scheme spending huge amounts of public money. While
claiming to be solving the same basic problems associated with poverty and
"social exclusion", the schemes seem never to have achieved their stated aims.
Primarily, because their real aim has been to promote gentrification. During
the Thatcher era, it was to be via the "trickle down effect"; now, gentrification
is justified as being about "mixed−tenure" and "social diversity". But
whichever prism you chose to view it through, the fact is that regeneration is
simply a process of privatisation of housing and public space.
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Lord Coe has explicitly stated his aim to "put London in the same bracket as
the Barcelona games". An ominous comparison. David Mackay, one of the
leading architects of the Barcelona Olympics, whose firm MBM Arquitectes
built the beach and the Olympic village, has said: "For Barcelona, [the
Olympics] were a pretext, an excuse to improve the city. The political intention
was more about the legacy they left than the Olympics themselves. The word
legacy is flying around a lot in London, too, but there doesn't appear to be a lot
of reality to it." Mackay calls the London Olympic plan a "missed
opportunity", a "thing that has arrived from out of this world and been plonked
down in the Lea Valley", an "architectural theme city [...] concentrated on
iconic buildings rather than the recovery of the valley".

London will build a new Olympic stadium, a velopark (a set of cycling arenas),
and athletics, aquatics and hockey centres. Mackay is critical of all these. The
master plan, he told the Evening Standard, shows clear evidence of
"over−construction and too little landscape. It's all concentrated according to
the best desires of the International Olympic Committee, who want everything
for their three week pageant. They've gone too far. It's not for Londoners".

Genuine regeneration benefits local residents; when "regeneration" means
displacement it is little more than a land grab. In Barcelona, the construction of
the Poblenou Olympic Village displaced a working class neighbourhood. In
Atlanta, the Olympics provided the opportunity to convert Techwood/Clark
Howell public housing, the oldest in the US, into mixed use development and
to displace low−income residents (mainly African American) from the
downtown area. In total, about 450 public housing units were lost. The estates
were situated on prime real estate, near the Georgia Institute of Technology
and opposite the corporate HQ of Coca−Cola.11 In Beijing, it is thought that
around 1.4 million people have been forcibly moved, some illegally. The
number of traditional hutong neighbourhoods, made up of courtyard houses,
has been reduced from 6500 to 500 as a result of clearances for the 2008
games.

Legacy
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Evidence suggests that new sports facilities have an extremely small (and
perhaps even negative) effect on overall economic activity and employment in
a given area.12 Stadia rarely earn anything approaching a reasonable return on
investment and sports facilities attract neither tourists nor new industry. One
legacy of the London Olympics might be high maintenance facilities and a
huge debt. After all, Montreal took 30 years to pay off the debt it incurred
building the Olympic site.

According to the British Olympic Association, the London Games "will drive
many of our youngsters to take part in sport and pursue dreams of becoming an
Olympian." Jacques Rogge, president of the IOC, is planning a Youth
Olympics for 14−18 year olds in 2010. Rogge says the Youth Olympics, which
would happen every two years, should use existing facilities, meaning host
cities would not need to build new facilities. Controversially, the venues will
be chosen by the executive board of the IOC rather than from the wider
membership.

But behind Rogge's dream is another myth−busting admission: the Olympics is
not about sport but about watching television. Since the average age of the
television audience for the track and field events is over 40, it is difficult not to
see the Youth Olympics primarily as an attempt to attract a more youthful
sector. For all but the relatively miniscule number of people in the stadium, the
Olympics is a televised event. In Australia, a very outdoor society, it was
television viewing figures rather than sports activities that increased after the
Sydney Olympics.

Olympic ideals and urban planning

The planning applications for the Olympic Park and its legacy transformation
were submitted by the ODA to the ODA Planning Decisions Team (PDT) on 5
February 2007. The 15−volume, 10 000−page document included plans for
new sporting venues, highways, bridges, river works, utilities, parks, and open
spaces. The plans cover 2.5 km sq. and set out a vision for one of the largest
urban parks to be built in Europe for 150 years. The application was subject to
a statutory 28 days consultation period to allow members of the public to give
their comments.

There were many objections lodged, a major one being about the inadequate
time for public consultation and woeful access to the application documents.
The 28 day period given to digest, consider, and prepare responses to the
10,000 pages of documentation relating to the Olympics planning application
was a completely unrealistic time frame to deal with an application of this size.
Complaints about the inadequate period of time allocated were further
exasperated by the lack of access to documents, either online, in public
libraries, or even at the ODA offices themselves. The complete set of planning
documents available from the ODA in hard copy costs 500. DVDs were
provided free−of−charge to representatives and those in the ODA/LDA, but
were not available to local community groups.

It is difficult to see how the ODA has complied with The European
Environmental Impact Assessment Directive13 which applies to these
applications. The directive provides that, "the public concerned shall be given
early and effective opportunities to participate in the environmental
decision−making procedures referred to";14 and that, "reasonable time−frames
for the different phases shall be provided, allowing sufficient time for
informing the public and for the public concerned to prepare and participate
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effectively in environmental decision−making subject to this article."15

Complaints about the absence of meaningful consultation, a lack or
withholding of information, and manipulation of facts, are commonly directed
at regeneration projects. As one resident says: "I was looking at an exhibition
about the Olympic site and thought... Hang on! That's were I live!"

The winners

The London Olympics has had some early winners. In March 2006, concerns
were raised in the House of Commons over compensation payments to London
& Continental Railways for land required by the Olympic precinct
development passed to them earlier by the Government at no cost. The House
of Commons Transport Committee stated:

It may be that some compensation was justified. We are not in
a position to take a firm view. We are however disturbed by
the appearance of this transaction, which gives the distasteful
appearance of the taxpayer subsidising the private sector twice
over [...] London's intention to bid for the Games is also of
long standing. If the Government had inserted the appropriate
reversion clauses into the agreements on this land, then there
would have been no question of paying the developers to
acquire the land [formerly] in public ownership [...] We are
very disappointed that the Government has demonstrated so
little acumen and foresight.16

Laing O'Rourke, in partnership with Mace Ltd. (project management) and
environmental evaluation company CH2M Hill (together called the CLM
consortium), won the contract to manage construction of the 80 000−seat
Olympic Stadium and the Athletes' Village. Happily, the CLM consortium has
worked on five previous Olympic Games: Torino (2006), Athens (2004), Salt
Lake City (2002), Sydney (2000), and Atlanta 1996.17 The awarding of the
management contract to CLM caused some controversy within both the
industry and Parliament on the grounds that construction tycoon Ray O'Rourke
had given a substantial donation to "Tony Blair's 2012 bid team" and
substantial help in kind.18

However the real winners are the IOC themselves. In the Athens games, they
made a billion dollars in TV rights alone. The IOC enjoys tax−free status
despite being neither a charity, a religion, nor a non−profit organisation. And
to be on the safe side, its members enjoy diplomatic immunity.

The losers

The losers are often the most vulnerable members of society. In Atlanta, the
Metro Atlanta Task Force for the Homeless documented the arrest of 9000
homeless people in a policy of "arrests and relocation" during the year before
the Olympics. In Athens, 140 Roma from the Marousi community were
forcibly evicted.

The Clays Lane estate in east London, Europe's second largest purpose built
housing cooperative, was set up in the early 1980s to address the lack of
housing for young single people in the area. It was initially funded by
organisations including Newham Council and the University of East London.
The site is large enough to house approximately 450 people. Now, the
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residents have been displaced under a Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO)
issued by the London Development Agency (LDA) to make way for the
development of the Olympic Village.

Also among the losers will be those deprived of funding by the Olympic
budget. The Lottery (which, given the miniscule chance of winning, is
basically a tax on the daft) will lose 112.5m to help pay for the Olympics. This
amount would otherwise have gone to "good causes". The Arts Council of
Great Britain recently slashed the "Grants for the Arts" scheme funding by a
third, from 83m to 54m, the first Olympic raid on the Arts Lottery fund. This
money would have gone go to around 5000 arts projects.

In March 2004, a cross−party committee of MP's called the earmarking of
money for the Olympics "a straightforward raid" on lottery funds for projects
outside of London. The committee argued that the re−direction of funds
breached the government's promise not to use lottery cash to support schemes
that should be funded through general taxation. It will be communities in east
London and other deprived areas of the country who will suddenly find it
harder to secure funding.

Olympic games as national mega−projects

The postwar Olympic games are less sporting events than a mega development
projects. For every host city, the Olympics is a instrument for major urban
restructuring on a scale that would otherwise be beyond the planners' wildest
dreams hopes and dreams. The glow from the Olympic torch shines so bright it
bleaches out the flickering flames protest. In a classic case of "edge of
map−ism", local opposition groups in east London have had problems
organizing. The Lea Valley site is the "backyard" of the five Olympic
boroughs whose residents have little history of collaboration and whose
councils and local press "look" towards their urban centres.

The governments of all host nations exploit the Games for
self−aggrandisement. From Berlin 1936 to Beijing 2008, regimes have used
the opening ceremonies to parade the Games as the fruit and embodiment of
their ideology. The 1973 games in Munich, for example, saw politics return to
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German sport as Cold War tensions came to a head.19 The American−led
boycott of Moscow 1980 was another recognition of the ideological
instrumentalisation of the Games, as was the retaliatory boycott of Los
Angeles 84 by the Soviet Union and 13 Communist allies. In the run up to the
2008 Olympics in Beijing, China wants to take the Olympic Torch through
Taiwan and Tibet.

One can only fantasise about the cultural kitschifaction that will feature in the
London opening ceremony. Pearly Kings and Queens herding cloned sheep?
Morris Dancers battling human pyramids of Estate agents, synchronised
ASBOs20 and Hoodies?21 Or perhaps a Cool Britannia inspired medley of retro
youth cultures; Teddy Boys, Mods, Greasers, Skinheads, Hippies, Punks,
Goths, Chavs all given the Walt Dismal treatment. In the Expo 2000 UK
pavilion, Battersea Power Station, an icon for degeneration, was featured
heavily −− so don't expect irony.

Of course, Britain's major cultural legacy is its colonial past, currently
unravelling most visibly in Iraq. Colonialism and regeneration have much in
common. After all, one of the classic tricks of British colonialism was to
present the land being taken over as "empty". Colonialism also likes to rename.
Or, as it is called today, "re−brand". The idea is to re−appropriate culturally
what has been taken physically. The branders can either sweep away all that
existed before by calling it "My−Land". Or enlist the past, one as distant,
romantic, and mythical as possible, to present as natural what in fact is an
irreversible lurch in the opposite direction. To cite the deputy Chairman of the
Interbrand Group, Tom Blackett:

"The development that will take place in preparation for the
2012 Olympics will change profoundly the character of the old
East End; much of the squalor and dereliction will be swept
away, and even areas developed by the Lee Valley Regional
Park Authority will be transformed. [...] The vast site, which
occupies a considerable chunk of the East End, will acquire an
entirely new image, and with that it needs a new name. But it
has to be a name that will last, a name that will capture the
glory of the 2012 Olympics and help signify the rebirth of the
area. 'Lammas Lands' would honour the spirit of the past; it is a
name that is synonymous with recreation and the public good,
and carries with it a long tradition of sport in east London."

Why not call it the "East End of History"?

Its not about the winning...

Yes, I am completely un−sporty. The only thing I could do was swim. I
seemed to have a natural ability. It was fairly safe, you could not fall off or
hurt yourself. No balance or hand eye co−ordination was required. Oh and I
had feet like a duck.

A big draw for me was the away Saturday night galas. As a precocious 12
year−old, getting to see other places, being out till midnight with a bunch of
older teenagers was great. I travelled, my club toured the West Country and
Scotland.

Like all my team mates, I had my newly available but very expensive
SPEEDO® trunks. After all, at the Mexico Olympics in 1968, 27 of the 29
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gold medallists were wearing SPEEDO suits. In addition, 22 out of the 23
world records set at the Games went to swimmers wearing SPEEDO.

As a 13 year−old, I was swept up in Munich Olympic fever. The next
generation of Olympic swimmers would be my age. The swimming team
trainers got serious. I was doing two hours every day before school plus two
hour evening sessions three times a week and three hours on Sundays. I was
competing on Saturday nights at galas. I went to "training camp weekends". I
was on a high protein diet. Looking back, I'm amazed I had time to be a
teenager.

The Munich Olympics were disappointing. Somehow more remote on colour
TV than the black and white of previous games, it seemed gaudy, kitsch, and
unbelievable, like the moon buggy landings. Mark Spitz swam seven races,
won seven gold medals, and broke seven world records. All the records he
broke were his own. Where's the fun in that?

By the time I was 15, I was routinely being beaten into second and third place
by people doing 3 to 5 hours a week more training than me. Even without
exams looming, I was simply not prepared to put more time into what was
becoming a dull sport. The emphasis on winning was hollowing out my
motivation to take part.

I've hardly gone in a pool since. I'm sure Spitz's record has contributed to the
decline of interest in swimming. By the 1980s, municipal built swimming
pools were daft grottoes with fake palm trees, wave machines, and
water−chutes. Skin tight nylon trunks were not too cool either.

The future

As people who deliberately kick the hornet nest love to say: "We are where we
are." Sure, the London Olympics will go ahead, maybe not on time or on
budget, but they will at least manage to destroy all that is currently there by
turning it into Europe's biggest building site.

But the Olympic circus must stop. London must be the last nomadic Olympics.
After 2012, the Games should stay in one place: perhaps Athens, Los Angeles
or Atlanta (who cares?). The complex, not the IOC, should have ambassadorial
status and be insulated from the host country. The athletes should represent
themselves, not a country. We should see the world's diversity through faces,
not flags.

Competitive sport at this level is too specialist for it to be participatory for a
wider public and it is a myth that the centralisation of specialist facilities does
anything to help wider participation in sport. It would be better for the athletes
if good, fixed facilities were established instead of the wasteful and destructive
cycle of makeshift and make do. The money saved could be better invested in
spreading around the world accessible local sporting facilities at a community
level. That would be a true Olympic legacy.

But more importantly, it is clearly unacceptable for a self−elected,
unaccountable body like the International Olympics Committee to decide the
fate of our cities. Its not about sport but a process whereby business interests
lobby and encourage democratically elected local governments to commit
limitless public money and dedicate urban priorities to hosting the Games. The
IOC, through the issuing of exclusive rights and franchises, and by ruthless
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brand protection, in turn invigorates and gives free reign to those business
interests. The momentum created by the need to "put on a good show"
irrevocably distorts and re−arranges our cities according to private concerns. In
the national interest, extraordinary powers are exercised to overcome
democratic structures, opposition, and planning constraints.

For the East End, it is not looking good. The area will slowly get turned into a
matrix of gated housing and shopping complexes, clustered in a tamed,
risk−averse landscaping linked by high security jogging friendly "green"
pathways.

As they say in Cockney rhyming−slang: then we're "McDonald Ducked".
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